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A Mathematician's Survival Guide: Graduate School and Early Career DevelopmentAmerican Mathematical Society, 2003
Graduate school marks the first step toward a career in mathematics for young mathematicians. During this period, they make important decisions which will affect the rest of their careers. Here now is a detailed guide to help students navigate graduate school and the years that follow.
In his inimitable and forthright style, Steven Krantz...


		

Real AnalysisAmerican Mathematical Society, 2005

	This book is written by award-winning author, Frank Morgan. It offers a simple and sophisticated point of view, reflecting Morgan's insightful teaching, lecturing, and writing style. Intended for undergraduates studying real analysis, this book builds the theory behind calculus directly from the basic concepts of real numbers, limits, and...


		

Fourier Analysis (Graduate Studies in Mathematics)American Mathematical Society, 2000

	Fourier analysis encompasses a variety of perspectives and techniques. This volume presents the real variable methods of Fourier analysis introduced by Calderón and Zygmund. The text was born from a graduate course taught at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and incorporates lecture notes from a course taught by José...






		

Probability (Graduate Studies in Mathematics)American Mathematical Society, 2007

	This is a textbook for a one-semester graduate course in measure-theoretic probability theory, but with ample material to cover an ordinary year-long course at a more leisurely pace. Khoshnevisan's approach is to develop the ideas that are absolutely central to modern probability theory, and to showcase them by presenting their various...


		

Algorithmic Probability and Combinatorics: Ams Special Sessions on Algorithmic Probability and Combinatorics, October 5-6, 2007, Depaul University, ... Bc, Canada (Contemporary Mathematics)American Mathematical Society, 2010

	This volume contains the proceedings of the AMS Special Sessions on Algorithmic Probability and Combinatories held at DePaul University on October 5-6, 2007 and at the University of British Columbia on October 4-5, 2008.

	

	This volume collects cutting-edge research and expository on algorithmic probability and combinatories. It...


		

Linear Algebra and Geometry (AMS/MAA Textbooks)American Mathematical Society, 2019

	Linear Algebra and Geometry is organized around carefully sequenced problems that help students build both the tools and the habits that provide a solid basis for further study in mathematics. Requiring only high school algebra, it uses elementary geometry to build the beautiful edifice of results and methods that make linear algebra such an...
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